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(ABSTRACT)

To date, research has not focused on the behavior of concrete block stoppings
subjected to excessive vertical loading due to roof to floor convergence. For this reason,
the failure mechanism of stoppings under vertical loading has not been fully understood.
Numerical models were used in combination with physical testing to study the failure
mechanisms of concrete block stoppings. Initially, the behavior of a single standard
CMU block was observed and simulated using FLAC. Full-scale stoppings were then
tested in the Mine Roof Simulator and modeled using UDEC. Through a combination of
physical testing and numerical modeling a failure mechanism for concrete block
stoppings was established. This failure mechanism consists of development of stress
concentrations where a height difference as small as 1/32” exists between adjacent
blocks. These stress concentrations lead to tensile cracking and, ultimately, premature
failure of the wall.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In U.S. underground coal mines, concrete block stoppings are used to control the
flow of air throughout the mine. Although stopping construction is commonplace in the
mining industry, little work has been done to fully understand the deformation behavior
and failure mechanisms of stoppings subjected to excessive roof to floor convergence.
Excessive convergence is especially prevalent in longwall panels, an area where
maintaining the structural integrity of stoppings is crucial in assuring the quality of
ventilating air currents.
Stoppings are used in underground mines primarily as a means of controlling
ventilation and failure of stoppings can lead to a variety of health and safety hazards.
The principle purpose of building stoppings is to form air courses that facilitate removal
of dust and methane gas from the mine. Failed stoppings may permit clean intake air to
escape the mine without reaching distant working faces, allowing a build up of methane
gas that could result in a fire or explosion. Stoppings also serve as barriers to separate air
courses, which create smoke-free entries that can be used as escapeways in case of fire.
A failed stopping may allow smoke to contaminate an otherwise clean airway and hinder
safe escape in the case of an emergency evacuation. A less catastrophic hazard that is
encountered more commonly is the potential for injuries resulting from lifting heavy
blocks. Stopping blocks are often heavy (40 to 55 lbs) and rebuilding damaged stoppings
exposes workers to a greater risk of musculoskeletal injuries from repetitive heavy lifting.
Since stoppings are primarily a ventilation control, they are built to withstand
certain levels of transverse loading due to air pressure. However, under normal
conditions, stoppings are at least as likely to fail due to vertical loading caused by roof to
floor convergence than from transverse loading. To date, little research has focused on
the way in which stoppings behave and fail when subjected to vertical loading and no
acceptable design procedure exists. Thus, in the absence of firm design guidelines, trial
and error techniques prevail. Because the performance of stoppings is complex and
difficult to analyze, numerical models were employed in this investigation.
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This report describes the process of observing failure characteristics in physical
tests of individual blocks and full-scale walls and then creating numerical models to
simulate the behavior of a single block and a full-scale stopping wall under loading
conditions. The physical testing was done in the Mine Roof Simulator at the NIOSH
Pittsburgh Research Laboratory to obtain data used to calibrate the numerical models.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. VENTILATION STOPPINGS
Proper ventilation of a mine is important to prevent fires and explosions and to
provide uncontaminated air for the health and safety of mine workers. One of the
primary means of controlling mine ventilation is through the use of temporary and
permanent ventilation stoppings. Temporary stoppings are generally constructed from
fire-resistant fabric, plastic, lumber, or sheet metal, while permanent stopping are usually
built using solid or hollow concrete blocks (Ramani 1992). Since they are typically in
place for extended periods of time, permanent concrete block stoppings are at a higher
risk of being damaged by roof to floor convergence and are the topic of this report. The
importance of intact stoppings can be clearly seen in the following example. In figure
2.1, clean air enters the mine through the intake entry and continues to the working faces.
After ventilating the faces, the return air splits and exits the mine through the return
entries. If any of the stoppings in this mine layout fail, the ventilation system will be
disrupted. For example, a stopping failure in one of the crosscuts between the intake and
return entries at the bottom of the diagram could cause the intake air to short circuit the
ventilation system and enter the return airway without ever reaching the working faces.
This would leave the faces without adequate ventilation, possibly resulting in a hazardous
concentration of methane and an atmosphere deplete of oxygen.
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Figure 2.1 Use of Stoppings in Mine Ventilation (after Timko and Thimons 1983)

In addition to the hazards posed by inadequate ventilation, stopping failure
increases the risk of injury to workers. Approximately 84,000 concrete block stoppings
are constructed annually in US coal mines, requiring about 11 million concrete blocks
(Barczak 2002). Due to the weight of stopping blocks, about 50 pounds for a standard
concrete block, workers who are constructing stoppings on a regular basis are exposed to
increased risk of injury. Between 1983 and the first quarter of 2002, approximately 700
accidents related to stopping construction were reported in underground coal mines. Of
these accidents nearly 70% were related to materials handling, primarily musculoskeletal
injuries due to repeated lifting of heavy materials (MSHA 1983-2002). The classification
of all stopping-related accidents is shown in figure 2.2.
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Although little effort has been made to study the effects of vertical loading on
stopping performance, one study showed that concrete block stoppings are subjected to
vertical loading at least as high as 300 to 340 tons in the headgate and tailgate entries of a
longwall panel (Oyler et al. 2001). In this study, roof to floor convergence in the vicinity
of the stoppings was measured up to 0.66 inches. The vertical loading on the stopping,
generated by this roof to floor convergence, was sufficient to cause stopping failure.
Stepping or
Kneeling
on Object
2%

Pow ered
Haulage
2%
Other
2%

Handtools
5%

Slip or Fall
8%

Fall of Roof
or Rib
13%

Handling Material
68%

Figure 2.2 Stopping Injuries by Injury Classification (MSHA 1983-2002)
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2.2. FAILURE CRITERIA
In studying the behavior of stoppings, it is necessary to test for failure so the
stability of the structure can be evaluated. Throughout this study, material failure was
evaluated with stress-strain curves produced during testing. In each of the physical tests
and in the numerical models, loads were applied to induce failure and maintained beyond
the ultimate load capacity of the materials to establish post-failure behavior. Goodman
(1989) calls this process generating a “complete stress-strain curve” for the material. In
such a curve, the ultimate strength of the sample occurs at the point of peak stress.
Beyond this point the sample begins to shed load and fail, displaying its post-failure
behavior. In looking at a specific point or discontinuity within a sample, the MohrCoulomb failure criterion was used to assess the state of failure. Although other failure
criteria have been developed, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was chosen because it
is commonly used in the study of soil and rock mechanics to determine the peak stress of
a material subjected to various confining stresses. The failure criterion consists of
normal, σn, and shear stress, τ, axes and a failure envelope just touching all possible
critical combinations of principle stresses, σ1 and σ3 (Goodman 1989). In figure 2.3,
which shows a typical failure envelope, the semi-circles represent principle stress
combinations; φ represents the angle of internal friction of the sample; C represents the
cohesion (or shear strength intercept); and T shows the tensile strength. A tensile limit,
To, is used when the tensile strength of the material is lower than the strength defined by
the failure criterion.
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Figure 2.3 Typical Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion
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Figure 2.4 Construction of a Mohr Circle Based on the State of Stress at a Point
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Using the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, it is possible to determine whether or
not failure will occur at a point within the model under certain stress conditions based on
the properties of the material at that point. Following a graphical procedure described by
Obert and Duvall (1967), the known vertical and horizontal stresses, σy and σx, can be
plotted along the σn axis as shown in figure 2.4. The shear stress, τxy, can then be plotted
along the τ axis, intersecting σx and σy. A line drawn between these two intersections
will cross the σn axis at the point equal to one half the sum of σx and σy, which is the
center of the Mohr circle. The circle can be drawn using the two intersections as
diameter endpoints, as shown in figure 2.4. The points where the circle intersects the σn
axis are the major and minor principle stresses, σ1 and σ3. In addition to the graphical
method presented here, σ1, σ3, and the maximum shear stress, τmax, can be calculated
using the following equations:

σ1 =

σ3 =

σ x +σ y
2

σ x +σ y

τ max = τ xy

2

2

+ τ max

(2.1)

− τ max

(2.2)

σ y −σ x
+ 
2






2

(2.3)

To show how the Mohr Circle can be used, an example is given in figure 2.5. In
this example, the material has an angle of internal friction of 32O and a cohesion of 450
psi. When a vertical load was initially applied to the sample, the horizontal stress, σx, was
10 psi, the vertical stress, σy, was 330 psi, and the shear stress, τxy, was 10 psi. These
values were used to plot the small circle in figure 2.5, which is shown below the failure
criterion.
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As the vertical loading on the sample increased, the horizontal stress remained
close to zero because the test was conducted with very little confinement (table 2.1).
However, the vertical stress increased eventually beyond the strength of the material
(table 2.1), resulting in failure, as seen in figure 2.5 where the largest circle just touches
the failure envelope. One would expect this element to shed load from this point
forward.

τ
32

450
σn

T

Figure 2.5 Mohr Circles for a Point Plotted with Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion

Table 2.1 Stress Values Used in Construction of Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion

Circle
Small
Medium
Large

σx
(psi)
10
12
17

σy
(psi)
331
845
1700

τxy
(psi)
10
86
24
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σ3
(psi)
9.7
3.2
16.7

σ1
(psi)
331.3
853.8
1700.3

τmax
(psi)
160.8
425.3
841.8

2.3. NUMERICAL MODELING
Numerical modeling is a tool used in the study of a variety of physical processes.
Typically, numerical methods are used to solve partial differential equations derived from
or for physical processes, such as heat transfer, stress and displacement, and fluid and
current flow. Relatively straightforward stress and displacement problems in science and
engineering are often solved analytically using equations of physics. More complex
problems with non-linear material properties can only be solved numerically (Heasley
2003). Because of the wide variety of problems to be solved using numerical modeling,
numerous codes have been developed, each of which is most well suited to solving
certain conditions. The number of available programs is quite large and selecting the
most appropriate one for a particular task is important.

2.3.1. NUMERICAL MODELING METHODS
Some of the most common numerical modeling methods used in science and
engineering applications today include: finite element, finite difference, discrete element,
and boundary element. Other methods exist, but these are currently the most commonly
used methods. Each method has a unique history and certain physical and numerical
conditions for which it is most appropriate.
Today, many commercially available programs use the finite element method.
This method was developed around 1960 (Reddy 1984) and is an implicit code based on
continuum mechanics. Using the finite element method, the area of interest is discretized
into some number of finite elements. The relevant equations are then solved for each
element and combined to generate an overall problem solution. The finite element
method, which includes some of the most flexible and sophisticated programs (Heasley
2003), is widely used to solve a variety of problems in science and engineering. The
method is versatile and examples of its use have been well documented over the past
forty years.
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The finite difference method, originally used in the late 1970’s (Itasca, FLAC
Users 2000), is another technique with a relatively long history. The finite difference
method differs from the finite element method primarily in that it is an explicit method,
using an iterative scheme to solve the equations of motion for each element based on
stress and force values and a prescribed “difference” from neighboring elements (Itasca,
FLAC Theory 2000). This allows disturbances to propagate throughout the model over
many timesteps. Although the equations are derived differently, the finite element and
finite difference methods will produce the same results in most cases. In general, the
finite difference method is a more suitable choice when the process being modeled is
nonlinear and when large strains and physical instability will be encountered (Itasca,
FLAC Theory 2000). As these conditions often apply to rock masses, the finite
difference method is particularly well suited to modeling soil and rock mechanics
problems.
The discrete element method is a discontinuum code that can be used to model
multiple blocks, which make up a rock mass. This method allows finite displacement and
rotations of finite bodies, which are even allowed to detach completely from one another.
Additionally, the discrete element method recognizes new contacts automatically during
calculations (Itasca UDEC Users 2000). Some finite element and finite difference
programs include interface elements that allow the user to incorporate a few
discontinuities, but most of these break down when a large number of discontinuities are
encountered or when displacements along the discontinuities become too large (Itasca
UDEC Theory 2000). These characteristics make the discrete element method an ideal
code for modeling jointed rock masses.
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Within the family of discrete element programs, there are four different types of
code that can be distinguished based on the way in which bodies and discontinuities are
represented. The distinct element method uses rigid or deformable bodies and contacts
are deformable. An explicit time-marching scheme is used to solve the equations of
motion and the calculations progress the same way as in the finite difference method. A
particle code, PFC2D (Itasca 1993), is also based on the distinct element method and is
used to model granular materials. Modal methods behave essentially the same way as the
distinct element method when the blocks are rigid. However, when blocks are
deformable, modal superposition is used to calculate stress and strain. This method is
well suited for loosely packed discontinua. In the discontinuous-deformation analysis, or
DDA, method, all contacts are rigid and bodies can be rigid or deformable. Because of
the requirement that contacts are rigid, the blocks are not permitted to penetrate each
other and an iterative scheme is used to achieve this condition. Block deformability in
the DDA method comes from superposition of strain modes, similar to the modal
methods. Finally, using the momentum-exchange methods, all contacts and bodies are
rigid and momentum is exchanged between two bodies during collision. Sliding along
discontinuities can be represented using this method, but not block deformation (Itasca
UDEC Theory 2000).
The fourth type of numerical modeling code, the boundary element method, is a
technique that has the advantage of only requiring the boundary to be discretized. This
reduces the amount of time and computer resources that must be used creating mesh and
running the models, assuming the problem situation allows a boundary-type analysis
(Crouch and Starfield 1983). This method is appropriate to geomechanical problems
where the ore deposit or seam is of interest and the surrounding rock can be considered
one material (Heasley 2003).
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2.3.2 NUMERICAL MODELING METHOD SELECTION
Selection of numerical methods for this project was based primarily on software
availability and the applicability of each method to geotechnical scenarios. The initial
phase of this project involved modeling a single concrete block with a finite difference
program, FLAC v. 4.0 (Itasca 1986). For the second stage of the project, modeling a
wall, it was necessary to incorporate many intersecting discontinuities into the model.
Although it is possible to incorporate discontinuities into a FLAC model, creating a
model with the number of discontinuities that are present in a wall is cumbersome and
can create instabilities within the program. Choi (1992) states that, although it may be
possible to incorporate a limited number of discontinuities into a continuum model, this
type of model is not suitable for modeling a rock mass where large scale sliding,
separation, and rotation will occur along discontinuities. For this reason, a discrete
element program was chosen for modeling the wall. The distinct element program,
UDEC v. 3.1 (Itasca 1985), was an appropriate choice because of its similarity to FLAC
and because of its ability to model deformable blocks and deformable contacts. Both
software packages, FLAC and UDEC, have several built in constitutive models that are
representative of geologic material, making them ideal for mining and other geotechnical
applications.
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2.3.3 MODELING METHODOLOGY
Starfield and Cundall (1988) suggest a series of guidelines for modeling that can
be applied to all rock engineering projects. The first step in developing a model should
be to clearly define the reason for building a model and what questions the model will
answer. Next, a model should be used as early as possible in the project. Starfield and
Cundall suggest building a conceptual model even before field data is collected so that
field tests can be designed well. The third guideline is to look at the mechanics of the
problem to ensure that the model is not only producing an output similar to field data, but
that the correct modes of deformation and failure are being simulated. Starfield and
Cundall suggest using simple numerical experiments to eliminate conflicting ideas about
behavior observed during field tests. It is important to design the simplest model possible
without neglecting the most important mechanisms and run this model. If a simple model
behaves as expected, more complex models can follow, but the simplest models should
be used to identify weaknesses in the concept or model being tested. Finally, Starfield
and Cundall suggest that if the only available model has weaknesses that cannot be
remedied, a series of simulations should be conducted that will bracket the actual
behavior seen in physical studies. These guidelines are especially useful in a rock
mechanics problem where the properties of all the materials involved are often unknown.

2.3.4 MODEL FEATURES
During the process of model development, two special features available in
UDEC were used to simulate conditions observed in the physical testing, the cell space
mapping configuration and the Voronoi tesselation generator. These features have been
used to simulate a limited number of conditions and have been described by Itasca and
other users of the software.
When UDEC is run in its standard configuration, a rock mass is represented by a
collection of distinct blocks. These blocks are created by first defining a mass and then
placing connecting cracks throughout the mass to break it into any number of smaller
blocks. UDEC recognizes the blocks and their relative locations by tracking the contact
coordinates as the model runs. Additionally, UDEC stores a network of “domains,”
which are the spaces between contacts and these domains are constantly updated.
14

The default method does not work well for a system in which blocks are likely to
move apart from each other because as the domains get large, they become poorly
defined. In order to remedy this problem, an alternative configuration exists within
UDEC, known as “cell space mapping.” In the cell space mapping configuration, each
block is defined individually, permitting spaces to exist between blocks. Hart (1993)
explains that with this configuration, each block is assigned an “envelope space,” which
is defined as the smallest rectangular area with sides parallel to the coordinate axes into
which the block will fit. The envelope space for each block is then mapped into a
rectangular grid of cells. UDEC is equipped with a search function that allows it to
identify the location of each block and the neighboring blocks based on which cells
contain each block’s envelope space. This configuration was developed as a means of
allowing blocks to detach completely from one another and to bounce, such as blocks
rolling and bouncing down a slope (Itasca, UDEC Theory 2000).
Another special feature available in UDEC that was used in this project is the
Voronoi tessellation generator. According to the UDEC User’s Guide (2000), the
Voronoi generator is used to subdivide blocks into randomly-sized polygons with an
average edge length that is user-defined. Thus, the size and number of blocks can be
assigned as well as the degree of uniformity, which is specified by means of a variable
iteration number.
One use of the Voronoi generator is to simulate progressive cracking within a
material. Lorig and Cundall (1987) explain how this feature can be applied to concrete.
They have used the Voronoi generator to break a concrete beam into many randomlysized blocks. These Voronoi cracks are then assigned properties such that they represent
pre-existing bonds between elements. As the beam is loaded, the Voronoi cracks will
fail, leaving the elements intact, in much the same way that cracks form and propagate
through concrete subjected to compressive loading. The authors note that no attempt is
made to model the exact shape, size, or location of particles within concrete. Rather, they
found that failure of a group of randomly placed Voronoi cracks closely resembled the
type of failure patterns observed in physical specimens.
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2.4 CONCRETE STUDIES
Although little effort has been made to study the behavior of concrete block
stoppings, concrete has been studied extensively outside of the mining industry. Most of
this work has been done within the civil engineering industry. Studies have focused on
the failure mechanism of concrete, primarily on a small scale such as local crack
propagation, and to a lesser extent on a larger scale. A few studies have looked at the
effects of surface imperfections on concrete performance. Numerical modeling has been
used as a tool to simulate the behavior of concrete and study the failure of concrete.
However, much of this work is not applicable to the study of dry-stacked concrete block
walls because of the use of mortar and reinforced concrete in the majority of the studies.
Although it is difficult to make a direct comparison between studies conducted with
different conditions, the knowledge gained from some of these studies can be applied to
concrete block stoppings.
The study of the failure mechanisms of concrete encompasses both local fracture
propagation and large scale failure of walls and other structures. According to Mohamed
and Hansen (1999), “the macroscopic mechanical behavior of concrete materials is
directly related to fracture processes at the microlevel.” For this reason, many studies
have focused on understanding the propagation of cracks through the concrete at a
particle level. Yip et al. (1995) describe this process as the growth of microcracks which
originate from inherent localized defects in the concrete structure. As a compressive load
is applied to the material, tensile stresses develop in the area of these defects and result in
the formation of microcracks. These microcracks then make up the next set of defects
from which more cracks will develop as the load on the material increases. Rossi, Ulm,
and Hachi (1996) describe a similar process, but explain that the “defects” are actually
the effect of the existence of hard and weak points throughout the material, resulting from
the heterogeneity of the material. Concrete is described as a two-phase material,
comprising aggregates and cement paste, which do not have the same stiffness, resulting
in local variations in material strength. Vonk et al. (1991) take the process further and
explain that cracks begin specifically at the interfaces between cement-paste and
aggregates.
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Although most discussion of concrete failure mechanisms consists of small-scale
studies of crack propagation, a limited amount of work has been done on a larger scale.
Since the vast majority of masonry includes mortar, the large-scale studies of failure
mechanism generally include mortar as well. One study involving testing of laboratoryscale masonry walls was specifically designed to test the interaction between bricks and
mortar. In this test, the stress induced by loading on the wall induced tensile cracking
“from the existing microdefects in the mortar or at the mortar/brick interface through the
mortar beds, debonding or breaking the bricks” (Guinea et al. 2000). In a study on the
failure mechanisms of mortared masonry panels, Andreaus (1996) decribes a number of
potential failure modes for the panels depending on the stress state in the joints. The
failure mechanisms presented in this study range from failure only in the joints to various
combinations of mortar and block failure.
Few studies have specifically focused on the effects of surface irregularities on
block strength and performance. However, at least two studies have dealt with the issue
peripherally. In testing reinforced concrete panels, Thienel and Shah (1997) note that the
surface quality of a panel could influence the shape of the stress-strain curve or the
location of cracks. Testing of four samples, two with ground surfaces and two with
original surfaces showed a slight increase in panel strength for the ground blocks, but the
stress-strain curves were similar. In this particular test, the surface quality was only of
minimal importance. However, the tests were conducted on solid panels and the number
of surfaces in contact with each other was greatly reduced compared to testing a wall
made up of many blocks. In the laboratory-scale wall tests mentioned in the previous
section, each block was cut with a diamond saw and ground to guarantee planar surfaces
(Guinea et al. 2000). In this case, the authors were concerned about the influence of
surface irregularities despite the use of mortar in the joints.
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Some work has been done using numerical models to study the behavior of
concrete. Since concrete is prone to cracking, these models focus primarily on the study
of crack formation. Schlagen and van Mier (1992) observe that in the study of crack
formation in a non-homogenous material such as concrete, the best simulation would be
one on an atomic level. Despite advances in computing power in recent years, a particle
analysis on an atomic level would require a substantial amount of time and computer
resources, particularly if one were to model a structure of significant size. Instead,
Schlagen and van Mier (1992) suggest a lattice model in which a mesh is constructed and
projected onto a generated concrete grain structure. Each element in the mesh can then
be assigned material properties for either aggregate or mortar. Rossi, Ulm, and Hachi
(1996) propose a probabilistic model, which is similar except that each element is
assigned material properties based on the probability of any given particle having a
certain set of properties. Another model is presented by Nagai et al. (2002) in which a
Voronoi diagram is used to introduce a random geometry to the model. Each element
within the model then represents either aggregate or mortar and material properties are
assigned based on a statistical method similar to that used in the previous example. Like
the previous examples, this method is used to study crack formation in very small
samples (approximately 4” x 8”).
Another type of model that has been used to study cracking on a small scale is the
fictitious crack model. Prasad and Krishnamoorthy (2002) describe the fictitious crack
model as a means of studying the local behavior in the vicinity of a crack. This type of
model is particularly well-suited to studying the state of stress of a material at the tip of a
crack as it propagates through the material and has been incorporated into both a finite
element analysis and a boundary element analysis (Aliabadi and Saleh 2002).
Although any of these methods can be useful for studying the mechanics of crack
formation on a small scale, there are some drawbacks to using such “micro-mechanical”
models. Xu and Pietruszczak (1997) point out that although micro-mechanical models
are physically appealing in that they incorporate the mechanical characteristics of the
material (such as size and shape of the aggregate) there are great difficulties in obtaining
accurate material properties and in using these models for structural analysis.
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Some work has been done using numerical modeling to study full-scale concrete
block walls, or masonry panels, but nearly all of this work has been limited to mortared
walls. Dialer (1992) used a distinct element model to simulate the behavior of masonry
panels (mortared concrete block walls) subjected to uniaxial compressive loading.
Although he was able to accurately simulate the behavior observed in laboratory testing,
the failure was confined to the mortar joints between the blocks. Andreaus (1996)
conducted a similar study, producing a collection of data in which all wall failure
occurred in the mortared joints. Lorig and Cundall (1987) did a unique study in which
the Voronoi generator in UDEC was used to model failure of a concrete beam. In this
study, the concrete was modeled as an elastic material and failure along the random
pattern of Voronoi joints was used to represent tensile cracking throughout the concrete.
This is one example of numerical modeling used to simulate cracking on a large scale
that can be applied to a structural analysis and is similar to the method applied in this
report.
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CHAPTER 3 DEVELOPMENT OF SINGLE BLOCK MODEL
3.1. DATA COLLECTION
Following the guidelines suggested by Starfield and Cundall (1988), the modeling
process began with a simple scenario and progressed to the more complex. Initially, the
physical testing and numerical modeling focused on a single block. A series of physical
tests were performed to establish material properties and behavior under loading of a
single block. These data were then used to create and verify a numerical model of the
block.
The laboratory data used to create the model of a single concrete block was
obtained at the NIOSH Pittsburgh Research Laboratory (PRL) using the Mine Roof
Simulator (MRS). The MRS, shown in figure 3.1, consists of two 20’ x 20’ steel platens
separated by a 16’ vertical opening. The 900-ton platens are capable of applying a
simultaneous controlled load of 1500 tons vertically and 800 tons horizontally. The
platens move at a velocity of 0.1 to 5.0 inches per minute up to 24 inches vertically and
16 inches horizontally. In past studies, the Mine Roof Simulator has been used for
performance testing of longwall shields (shown in figure 3.1) and artificial support
systems as well as for large scale physical property testing and load verification testing.
A complete specification list for the Mine Roof Simulator is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.1 Mine Roof Simulator During Longwall Shield Testing

Numerous block types are commercially available for use in mine stoppings,
many of which are specially designed to be lightweight. A standard CMU (concrete
masonry unit) block was chosen for testing in this project. As shipped from the
manufacturer, the blocks have the same nominal dimensions (15.5” x 5.5” x 7.5”),
although small variations are expected because of the process used to form the blocks.
Three standard CMU blocks were measured and weighed and the results are given in
table 3.1. The tests were carried out by lowering the upper platen until it made contact
with the block. The lower platen was then raised at a constant velocity of 0.1 inches per
minute. The load applied by the platen was measured and the displacement increased
until failure of the block occurred. The resulting load-displacement curves for the three
blocks are shown in figure 3.2.
In order to consider the results of a larger number of block samples, data was
collected from three additional tests sets. Each set of blocks was tested using the
procedure described above and the blocks within each group were obtained from the
same manufacturer. These tests produced load-displacement curves for sixteen blocks, as
shown in figure 3.3.
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Table 3.1 Measured Properties of Standard CMU Blocks tested in Mine Roof Simulator

A
B
C

Weight
(lb)
49.125
49.325
49.75

Length
(in)
15.625
15.625
15.625

Width
(in)
5.625
5.625
5.625

Height
(in)
7.5
7.5
7.5

350

300

Vertical Load (kips)

250

200

150

100

50

0
0.000

0.020

0.040

0.060

0.080

0.100

0.120

0.140

0.160

0.180

0.200

Vertical Displacement (in)

Figure 3.2 Load-Displacement Curves for Blocks Tested in Mine Roof Simulator
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210
180
150
120
90
60
30
0
0.000

0.025

0.050

0.075

0.100

0.125

0.150

0.175

0.200

0.225

0.250

Vertical Displacement (in)

Figure 3.3 Load-Displacement Curves Resulting From Single Block Tests in MRS
The data shown in figure 3.3 demonstrate the range of behavior exhibited by
concrete blocks from different manufacturers and also within each group. These
differences make it difficult to generate a summary curve. If all the curves were
combined to form an “average” curve, it would likely not represent realistic block
behavior. Thus, it was necessary to consider each curve and select a single curve to be
used in calibrating the model.
Block sets one and two were selected from two different block manufacturers that
supply materials to the Lake Lynn Laboratory and the Safety Research Coal Mine, both
located at the NIOSH Pittsburgh Research Laboratory. The blocks tested in set three
were from the palette of blocks used in the seven course wall test described in chapter
four (section 4.2.2.). The blocks selected for set four were prepared before testing by
grinding the top and bottom faces. This eliminates any variations in test results due to
imperfections in the block surfaces.
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The collection of test results shown in figure 3.3 indicates that imperfections in
the block surfaces result in a lowered block strength. In selecting a curve to be used in
calibrating a single block model, it was important to take this behavior into account.
Since the numerical model simulates a “perfect” block with parallel sides and no surface
imperfections, the data from block set four was selected for use in model calibration.
In addition to the load-displacement curves shown in figure 3.3, information
about the failure mechanism was obtained by observation. It was noted that initial
failures appeared in the block corners and propagated toward the center, eventually
leading to complete destruction of the block.

3.2. MODEL TYPE
The first model that was constructed was a single concrete block between two
steel platens. There are many parameters that dictate the behavior of this type of model.
The most basic of these parameters is the constitutive model chosen to represent the
material. FLAC version 4.0, which was used to create the single block model, has ten
built-in constitutive material models: null, isotropic elastic, transversely isotropic elastic,
Drucker-Prager, Mohr-Coulomb, ubiquitous-joint, strain-hardening/softening, bilinear
strain-hardening/softening ubiquitous-joint, double-yield, and modified Cam-clay. The
simplest constitutive model is the elastic model. However, elastic models have limited
application for studying a material, such as a concrete block, that is expected to fail
during testing. Therefore, the initial block model was built using a Mohr-Coulomb
material, which exhibits an elastic-plastic behavior. Since the steel platens in the model
were not expected to fail, an isotropic elastic material was chosen to represent the platen
behavior.
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3.3. MATERIAL AND MODEL PROPERTIES
In FLAC, the material properties that must be defined for a Mohr-Coulomb
material include: density, elastic bulk modulus, elastic shear modulus, cohesion, dilation
angle, angle of internal friction, and tension limit. Similarly, the properties that must be
defined for an elastic material are: density, elastic bulk modulus, and elastic shear
modulus. For the initial block model, it was also necessary to assign material properties
for the concrete-steel interfaces, including cohesion, friction angle, normal stiffness, and
shear stiffness. Also, a rate of displacement was assigned to the lower platen in order to
simulate the loading placed on the block in the MRS. Each of the material and model
properties is discussed in more detail in the following sections.

3.3.1. DENSITY
Of the required material and model properties, the concrete density was one of the
few that were directly calculated from the available data. By dividing the block weight in
pounds by its dimensions in inches, a density of 0.07515 lb/in3 was calculated for the
Standard CMU. In the unit set chosen for this model, FLAC requires the density to be in
units of snails per cubic inch. Therefore, the calculated density was divided by the rate of
acceleration due to gravity, 386.04 in/s2, yielding a density of 1.947x10-4 snails/in3.
These calculations are shown in Appendix B. Although the steel platens were modeled
as solid blocks of steel, they are actually made up of steel beams and thin layers of steel.
Thus, the density could not be directly calculated. Rather, a value for the density of steel
was obtained from a table of standard values and the initial value used was 7.393x10-4
snails/in3 (Beer and Johnston 1992).
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3.3.2. ELASTIC BULK MODULUS AND SHEAR MODULUS
The bulk modulus, K and shear modulus, G, can be calculated for any material
based on the following relationships:
K=

E
3(1 − 2ν )

(3.1)

G=

E
2(1 + ν )

(3.2)

Where: E = modulus of elasticity
ν = poisson’s ratio
The modulus of elasticity, E, shown in equations (3.1) and (3.2), is a ratio of
stress to strain and can be calculated from measured strain as stress is increased. Since
the available data were in load-displacement form, the curves first had to be converted to
stress-strain by dividing the load values by the area of the top block face and by dividing
the displacement values by the height of the block. The stress-strain curve derived from
the MRS data from block set four is shown in figure 3.4.

3500
3000

Stress (psi)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

Strain (in/in)

Figure 3.4 Stress-Strain Curves for Mine Roof Simulator Single Block Tests
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A section of the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve was then selected and the
change in stress and change in strain were measured for this section of the curve (shown
in Appendix C). The ratio of these two values is defined as the modulus of elasticity, E,
which had a value of 267,647 psi for this data. In order to take into account all the
available data, the load displacement curves in figure 3.3 were revisited. Although
surface imperfections seem to have a significant effect on overall block strength and
displacement required for failure, the slope of the elastic portion of the curves appears to
be consistent among block samples. For this reason, the Young’s Modulus was
calculated for each of the sixteen curves shown in figure 3.3 and an average value of
214,162 was used in the bulk and shear modulus calculations.
Poisson’s Ratio, ν, is a ratio of lateral strain to axial strain. Values ranging from
0.11 for mass concrete used in dam construction to 0.32 for high strength concrete have
been measured. However, most measured values of Poisson’s Ratio for concrete are
between 0.15 and 0.25, with an average of 0.20 (ACI 1986). Thus, a value of 0.2 was
used for Poisson’s ratio. Based on these values, using the above equations, the bulk and
shear moduli for the concrete were 118,979 psi and 89,234 psi, respectively.
The modulus of elasticity for the steel was estimated to be 29,000,000 psi, based
on tables of standard material properties (Beer and Johnston 1992). The MatWeb
database (“Material Property Data” 1996) shows a value of 0.3 for Poisson’s Ratio for
nearly every type of steel. Using these values, the bulk modulus for the steel was
24,166,667 psi and the shear modulus was 11,153,846 psi. The bulk and shear modulus
calculations for both materials are shown in Appendix C.

3.3.3. ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION
Angle of internal friction can be calculated only if a series of uniaxial and triaxial
tests are performed on samples of the material in question. Since the material properties
of concrete have been documented by a number of authors and the MRS data was
available to verify the results, these time consuming and expensive tests were not
conducted for the concrete block. Rather, a value of 26.5O was chosen. Giaccio and
Zerbino (1998) found this angle of internal friction applied to conventional concrete,
regardless of the aggregate used in production of the concrete.
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3.3.4. COHESION
Like angle of internal friction, cohesion is determined through uniaxial and
triaxial testing. Since these tests were not performed, a value for cohesion was calculated
from the angle of internal friction discussed above. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
shown in figure 3.5 can be used to derive the following equation for cohesion:
c=

qu
φ

2 ∗ tan 45 + 
2


(3.3)

Where: c = cohesion
qu = uniaxial compressive strength
φ = angle of internal friction
The uniaxial compressive strength, qu, of the material can be calculated from the
load-displacement curve given in the initial data set. The peak load on the unconfined
block was approximately 260,000 lb and the area of the top face of the block is 87.9 in2.
Thus, the unconfined compressive strength of the block is 2960 psi and the cohesion,
calculated from equation (3.3) is 916 psi.

φ

C

qu

To
T

Figure 3.5 Calculation of Material Properties Based on Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion
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3.3.5. DILATION ANGLE
Dilatancy is a measure of the change in volume that occurs when shear stress is
applied to a material. This change is characterized by a dilation angle, ψ, which is the
ratio of volume change to shear strain. Vermeer and de Borst (1984) found 12O to be a
typical dilation angle for concrete and this value was used in the single block model.

3.3.6. TENSILE STRENGTH
By default, within FLAC, a value is calculated for tensile strength based on the
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion as shown in figure 3.5. A value of 1837 psi was
calculated within FLAC using the following equation:
T=

c
tan φ

(3.4)

Where: T = tension limit
c = cohesion
φ = angle of internal friction
However, the tensile strength of concrete is substantially lower than its compressive
strength. Drysdale and Hamid (1984) record tensile strengths as low as 100 psi for
ordinary concrete, so this value was selected for the analysis.

3.3.7. INTERFACE PROPERTIES
The coefficient of friction, cohesion, and stiffness of the interfaces between the
steel platens and concrete block have an influence on the behavior of the model and had
to be defined. Some tests conducted with CMU blocks similar to those used in the tests
have shown the coefficient of friction to be 0.3 between steel and concrete and 0.5
between two concrete blocks (Gearhart 2003). This corresponds to a friction angle of 17O
for the black-platen interfaces and 26.5O for the concrete block interfaces. Since the
other required values could not be readily measured, initial values were estimated. The
assumed values were 500 psi for cohesion and 1x107 psi/in for normal and shear stiffness.
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3.3.8. INITIAL PLATEN VELOCITY
When the Mine Roof Simulator tests were conducted, the upper platen was
stationary and the lower platen was raised at a rate of 0.1 inches per minute. However,
FLAC measures movements and changes within the model in steps, which have no direct
basis in time. In the MRS test for this block, failure occurred after approximately 0.14 in
displacement. Thus, an initial velocity of 8.0x10-6 in/step was chosen as a reasonable
deformation rate.

3.4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION
After calculating or estimating the required model and material properties, these
properties were incorporated into a Mohr-Coulomb model. The numerical model output
was compared to the results of physical testing and eventually a strain-softening model
was developed to better simulate the behavior of a single block tested in the MRS.

3.4.1. MOHR-COULOMB MODEL
A model, as shown in figure 3.6, was created with the appropriate geometry and
the material and model properties discussed in section 3.3. The parameters selected for
the initial analysis, which are given in table 3.2, resulted in a model with the stress-strain
curve shown in figure 3.7. The input file for this initial Mohr-Coulomb model is given in
Appendix D. The peak stress shown in the stress-strain curve for this model was greater
than 6000 psi, which is more than two times the peak stress of the Mine Roof Simulator
data. However, this mohr-coulomb model did not exhibit the strain-softening behavior
seen in the physical test data. Before a direct comparison could be made between the
peak stress behavior of the two models, it was necessary to generate a model with similar
post-failure behavior.
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Figure 3.6 Grid View of Initial Mohr-Coulomb Block Model

Table 3.2 Material and Model Properties of Mohr-Coulomb Block Model

Value

Units

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Cohesion
Friction angle
Dilation angle
Tension limit
Steel

1.947x10-4
118,979
89,234
916
26.5
12
100

snails/in3
psi
psi
psi
degrees
degrees
psi

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Interface
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness

7.393x10-4
24,166,667
11,153,846

snails/in3
psi
psi

17
500
1x107
8x10-6

degrees
psi
psi/in

Concrete

Velocity
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in/step

Figure 3.7 Stress-Strain Curve for Mohr-Coulomb Block Model in FLAC

3.4.2 STRAIN-SOFTENING MODEL
As the Mohr-Coulomb model created to simulate the behavior of a single block
did not exhibit the same post-failure behavior as the physical block, the material
properties listed in table 3.2 were used to create a strain-softening model (input file
shown in Appendix E). The post-failure behavior in a strain-softening model is dictated
by values for angle of internal friction and cohesion, which decrease with increasing
percent strain after failure. The values assigned for cohesion and internal angle of
friction are shown in tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Incorporating the material
properties given in table 3.2, the initial strain-softening model produced the stress-strain
curve shown in figure 3.8.
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Table 3.3 Cohesion Table for Strain-Softening Single Block Model

Percent Strain (%)
0
0.008
0.016
0.024
0.032
0.04
0.048
0.056
0.064
0.072
0.08

Cohesion (psi)
916
880
810
735
650
530
405
255
115
35
0

Table 3.4 Friction Angle Table for Strain-Softening Single Block Model

Friction Angle
(degrees)
26.5
26.25
25.75
25
24.25
23.5
22.75
21.5
20.5
19.5
18.5

Percent Strain (%)
0
0.004
0.008
0.012
0.016
0.02
0.024
0.028
0.032
0.036
0.04
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Figure 3.8 Stress-Strain Curve for Strain-Softening Block Model in FLAC
One challenge in using a two-dimensional model to simulate behavior that occurs
in three dimensions is adjusting the strength of the material. The model created in FLAC
is a plane-strain model, in which the block is considered to have an infinite depth. The
physical block, on the other hand, has a depth of six inches. Thus, the peak stress in the
model should be higher than the peak stress in the physical block due to the effects of
confinement. The block in the model has two confined edges and only two free edges,
compared to the physical block with four free edges. The stress-strain curve in figure 3.8
shows that the block model yielded at a peak stress of approximately 4100 psi. The
average peak stress reached in the three MRS block tests was approximately 3100 psi.
Thus, the peak stress on the block in the model was about 25% higher than the peak stress
in the MRS test. The model output is shown in figure 3.9 with the data from the MRS.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison Between Strain-Softening Block Model and Physical Test Data
A comparison of failure mechanisms showed that the strain-softening block
model failed with approximately the same type of failure mechanism as that which was
observed in the MRS block tests. As shown in figure 3.10, failure began at the right and
left block edges and propagated toward the center, forming an “x” type pattern. This
observation indicated that in addition to the peak stress and post-failure behavior, the
failure mechanism that occurred in the model was similar to that observed in physical
testing.
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Figure 3.10 Progressive Failure of Strain-Softening Block Model
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CHAPTER 4 DEVELOPMENT OF WALL MODEL

4.1. PRELIMINARY STUDY
In the previous section, the process for developing a single block model and
establishing an appropriate set of material properties was presented. The second stage of
the modeling effort involved incorporating the properties of that simulation into a larger
model of a wall made up of many blocks. A preliminary study was conducted to survey
the behavior of a full-scale wall under loading conditions using previously collected data.

4.1.1 DATA COLLECTION
Data were available from a number of previous full-scale stopping tests conducted
in the Mine Roof Simulator. One test in particular was chosen because the test wall was
constructed with blocks similar to those used in the single block tests described in section
three. This test was conducted by constructing a full-scale wall (approximately 16 feet
wide and six feet high) in the Mine Roof Simulator. The upper platen was lowered just to
make contact with the top of the wall and the lower platen was raised at a constant
velocity of 0.1 inches per minute until the wall reached failure. The stress-strain curve
resulting from this test (shown in figure 4.1) indicates a peak stress of approximately 650
psi.

4.1.2 NUMERICAL MODELING
A preliminary numerical model was created employing the geometry of the wall
used in the test described in section 4.1.1 and the material properties for the block
established in chapter three. This model was created using a discontinuum code, UDEC,
because of the large number of discontinuities between blocks in the wall. A continuum
program such as FLAC is less appropriate for this scenario, as discussed in section 2.3.1.
In addition to the block material properties previously established, properties for the
discontinuities between the blocks were assigned. These properties are shown in table
4.1 and the input file for the model is given in Appendix F.
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Figure 4.1 Stress-Strain Curve from Full-Scale Wall Test in the Mine Roof Simulator
Table 4.1 Material and Model Properties for Full-Scale Wall Model

Value

Units

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Cohesion
Friction angle
Dilation angle
Tension limit
Steel

1.947x10-4
118,979
89,234
916
26.5
12
100

snails/in3
psi
psi
psi
degrees
degrees
psi

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Platen-Wall Interfaces
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness
Block Contacts
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness

7.393x10-4
24,166,667
11,153,846

snails/in3
psi
psi

17
500
1x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

26.5
500
5x106
1.5x10-6

degrees
psi
psi/in

Concrete

Initial Velocity
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in/step

The stress-strain curve produced when the model was run is shown in figure 4.2.
Following about 2.5 inches of displacement, a number of blocks along the left and right
edges of the wall had begun to separate from each other such that the model would no
longer run. However, at this point, the wall had reached a stress of more than 5000 psi,
which is substantially higher than the peak stress of the full-scale physical wall model.
Additionally, the failure mechanism of the wall in the numerical simulation was very
different from the physical test. In the numerical model, the mode of failure was similar
to the type of failure seen in a single block. Initially, shear failures appeared in the
corners of the wall and later extended toward the center as shown in figure 4.3.
However, the physical test in the Mine Roof Simulator showed the wall failing primarily
as a result of tensile cracks throughout the wall. A closer examination of the results from
several physical tests suggested that differences in block height between adjacent blocks
might have caused tensile cracking. These tensile cracks appear to have eventually
propagated throughout the wall, causing the wall to fail prematurely. One example of
this is shown in figure 4.4, where the difference in height between two adjacent blocks
seems to have created a stress concentration in the block above, generating a tensile
crack.
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Figure 4.2 Stress-Strain Curve from Preliminary Full-Scale Wall Model in UDEC

Figure 4.3 Shear Failures Observed in Preliminary Full-Scale Wall Model in UDEC
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Figure 4.4 Example of Proposed Physical Wall Failure Mechanism

4.2. FAILURE MECHANISM STUDY
Based on the physical model observations and the results of the preliminary
numerical modeling, a hypothesis was made concerning the failure mechanism. This
hypothesis suggested that height differences between adjacent blocks were causing stress
concentrations within the wall, resulting in tensile cracking. This tensile cracking was
then causing the wall to fail prematurely. This mechanism was not apparent in the
preliminary numerical model because in that model, all the blocks were perfectly
uniform.
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4.2.1. FOUR-BLOCK MODEL
In order to more closely study the phenomenon of tensile cracking brought about
by block height variations, a small test of four blocks was designed. Four standard CMU
blocks were selected and placed together as shown in figure 4.5. The dimensions of these
blocks are given in table 4.2. In order to monitor the effects of block size variations,
adjacent blocks (numbered twelve and three) were selected with a height difference of
approximately 1/16” at the front corner and 3/32” at the back corner. This physical
model was then tested in the Mine Roof Simulator by lowering the upper platen just to
the top of the upper block and raising the lower platen at a velocity of 0.1 in/min.

8
12

3
1

Figure 4.5 Arrangement of Blocks in Four-Block Model

Table 4.2 Corner Measurements of Blocks in Four-Block Model
Block
Number
1
3
8
12

Corner Height (in)
Left - Front Right - Front Left - Rear Right - Rear
7 9/16
7 35/64
7 9/16
7 37/64
7 17/32
7 19/32
7 17/32
7 19/32
7 33/64
7 9/16
7 17/32
7 37/64
7 9/16
7 19/32
7 37/64
7 5/8
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When a load was applied to the blocks, the first crack to form was in the upper
block above the interface between blocks three and twelve, as shown in figure 4.6. The
location of this initial crack does support the hypothesis. This crack then extended into
blocks twelve and one, while a crack formed in the top of block three, directly below the
corner of block eight. Finally, the rear right corners of both block twelve and block one
began to separate from the blocks as shown in figure 4.7 and the test was stopped. It is
important to observe that the highest corner on block twelve was the right rear corner
where the severe cracking and separation occurred and the highest corner on block one
was also the corner where the most severe failure in that block occurred. Observation of
these failures and the variations in block height indicated that even differences in block
height as small as 1/16” may have played a significant role in determining when and how
block failure occurred.

Trace of initial
crack

Figure 4.6 Post-Failure Front View of Blocks During the Four-Block Test
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Block 12

Block 1

Figure 4.7 Post-Failure Rear View of Blocks During the Four-Block Test

4.2.2. SEVEN-COURSE MODEL
Although the results from the four-block test were helpful in establishing the
importance of block size variations in the behavior of the wall, an additional test was
needed with more block interfaces. The second test was designed to further support or
disprove the hypothesis that very small differences in height between two adjacent blocks
tend to cause stresses to concentrate, resulting in cracking of the blocks immediately
above and below the interface.
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4.2.2.1. PHYSICAL TESTING
For this test, a larger wall was needed that would contain multiple block
interfaces. The blocks used for the second test were standard CMU blocks similar to
those used in the first test. Each block was measured at all four corners (table 4.3) and
the blocks were numbered. A wall was then constructed three blocks wide and seven
courses high in the Mine Roof Simulator, as shown in figure 4.8. The dimensions of this
wall were chosen primarily because the wall was tall enough to be easily viewed in the
MRS, but narrow enough to limit the number of blocks required for wall construction.
Since the strength of the wall was not the primary concern, the exact wall dimensions
were insignificant. Rather, the test was designed to study the failure mechanism and
interactions between blocks. This wall, containing twenty-one blocks, had a sufficient
number of interfaces to study the failure mechanism.

Figure 4.8 Front View of Wall at the Beginning of the Seven-Course Test
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Table 4.3 Corner Measurements of Blocks in Seven-Course Wall
Block
Number
2
6
7
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Left - Front
7 17/32
7 37/64
7 35/64
7 19/32
7 39/64
7 43/64
7 21/32
7 9/16
7 5/8
7 39/64
7 5/8
7 41/64
7 5/8
7 19/32
7 5/8
7 5/8
7 35/64
7 35/64
7 9/16
7 19/32
7 19/32

Corner Height (in)
Right - Front Left - Rear
7 1/2
7 9/16
7 1/2
7 37/64
7 9/16
7 17/32
7 19/32
7 9/16
7 35/64
7 19/32
7 39/64
7 43/64
7 39/64
7 19/32
7 19/32
7 9/16
7 5/8
7 45/64
7 5/8
7 37/64
7 17/32
7 41/64
7 41/64
7 41/64
7 39/64
7 41/64
7 39/64
7 39/64
7 9/16
7 37/64
7 35/64
7 19/32
7 19/32
7 9/16
7 19/32
7 9/16
7 19/32
7 33/64
7 5/8
7 5/8
7 39/64
7 39/64

Right - Rear
7 17/32
7 9/16
7 9/16
7 37/64
7 35/64
7 19/32
7 35/64
7 39/64
7 5/8
7 39/64
7 37/64
7 41/64
7 5/8
7 39/64
7 17/32
7 9/16
7 37/64
7 19/32
7 37/64
7 5/8
7 39/64

The test procedure followed was the same as the first test, in which the upper
platen was lowered to the height of the top of the wall and the lower platen was raised at
a rate of 0.1 in/min. The initial platen movement caused small gaps in the wall to close
and allowed the top row of blocks to come into full contact with the upper platen. Once
the load was being fully transferred through the wall, cracks began to form. The first
cracks appeared in the top of block seventeen and the top of block nineteen. The crack in
block nineteen then propagated into block twenty-one, as shown by the crack traces in
figure 4.9. As the test progressed, cracks began to form in blocks twenty-five, thirteen,
eighteen, twenty-three, and twenty-two. The wall reached its peak load of approximately
200,000 lb at a displacement of about 0.45 in. The load was maintained beyond failure to
a displacement of 1.25 in, at which point the wall began to break apart. The wall at the
point when the test was stopped is shown in figure 4.10 and the load-displacement curve
produced during the test is given in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.9 Traces of Initial Cracks During the Seven-Course Test

Figure 4.10 Test Wall at the End of the Seven-Course Test
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Figure 4.11 Load-Displacement Curve Resulting from the Seven-Course Test

Detailed observation of the wall as failure occurred and post-failure provided
more insight into the failure mechanisms controlling the wall behavior. First, nearly all
of the initial cracks that formed in the wall appeared above or below a vertical joint and
in most cases the heights of the blocks on either side of the joint differed by at least
1/32”. Second, most of the cracking occurred in the top half of the wall and the bottom
row of blocks was the nearly unaffected by the loading. This may be due to the fact that
the bottom row of blocks was the only one resting on a perfectly flat surface, minimizing
the effects of block height variations. Finally, there was no indication of the type of shear
failures that were seen in the individual blocks and in the initial numerical wall model.
Rather, the tensile cracking seems to have caused the wall to fail before the loading
became great enough to generate shear failure.
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4.2.2.2. NUMERICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The failure mechanisms observed in the physical tests were not represented by the
numerical model discussed in section 4.1.2, largely due to two factors. First, the blocks
in the original model were uniformly sized, which is clearly not representative of the
blocks used in stopping construction. Since variations in block height seem to have been
the primary cause of the stress concentrations within the wall, it is logical that a model
without these height variations would not produce the same output as the physical model.
Second, if the numerical model were set up with non-uniform blocks to generate stress
concentrations within the wall, there would be no mechanism by which the model could
simulate the type of cracking that was seen during the physical tests. For these reasons, it
was necessary to create a model with non-uniform blocks and to find a way to represent
tensile cracking in the model. After investigating the various features and configurations
available in UDEC, a decision was made to try to use a cell space mapping configuration
in combination with the Voronoi tessellation generator to create non-uniform blocks and
allow these blocks to crack when subjected to excessive levels of stress. Both of these
UDEC features are explained in more detail in section 2.3.5.
In order to fully assess the impact of the cell space mapping configuration and the
Voronoi generator, a very simple model was first created using the default configuration
to model a solid wall with no blocks or cracks. Small changes were then made one at a
time, gradually increasing the complexity of the model in a logical and controlled
fashion. The first model was composed of a continuous slab of material with the
dimensions of the test wall. This tested the strength and behavior of the wall without any
blocks. The stress-strain curve for this model (figure 4.12) shows a peak stress of
approximately 1100 psi. The peak stress of the wall tested in the Mine Roof Simulator
was 650 psi, as discussed in section 4.2.2.1. The difference in peak stress values can be
explained by two factors. First, without any interfaces in the model, the solid wall should
be stronger than a wall with interfaces. Additionally, since the two-dimensional model is
being used to model a three-dimensional situation, the additional confinement will cause
the model peak stress to be higher than that of the physical test. The input code for this
model is given in Appendix G and the material properties are shown in table 4.4. The
failure mechanism for this model (figure 4.13) is, as expected, similar to that of a block.
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Figure 4.12 Stress-Strain Curve for Solid Wall Model in UDEC
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Table 4.4 Material and Model Properties for Solid Wall
Value
Units
Concrete

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Cohesion
Friction angle
Dilation angle
Tension limit
Steel

1.947x10-4
118,979
89,234
916
26.5
12
100

snails/in3
psi
psi
psi
degrees
degrees
psi

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Platen-Wall Interfaces
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness

7.393x10-4
24,166,667
11,153,846

snails/in3
psi
psi

17
500
1x107
1.0x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

Initial Velocity
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in/step

Figure 4.13 Progressive Shear Failure Observed in Solid Wall Model in UDEC

The second model created in this series was made up of twenty one uniformly
sized blocks, stacked in the same pattern as the seven-course wall tested in the Mine Roof
Simulator. The material properties used in this model are shown in table 4.5 and the
input code is given in Appendix H. The resulting stress-strain curve is shown in figure
4.14 and figure 4.15 shows the shear and tensile failures developing in the wall. As
expected, the primary failure mechanism in this wall was the formation of shear failures
at the corners of the wall, progressing toward the center, as observed in the single block
tests. A comparison between the stress-strain curves of the solid wall and the block wall
shows that incorporating blocks into the wall caused the overall strength of the wall to
decrease. This can be seen in figure 4.16.
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Table 4.5 Material and Model Properties for Block Wall

Value

Units

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Cohesion
Friction angle
Dilation angle
Tension limit
Steel

1.947x10-4
118,979
89,234
916
26.5
12
100

snails/in3
psi
psi
psi
degrees
degrees
psi

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Platen-Wall Interfaces
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness
Block Contacts
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness

7.393x10-4
24,166,667
11,153,846

snails/in3
psi
psi

17
500
1x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

26.5
500
5x106
1x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

Concrete

Initial Velocity
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in/step

Figure 4.14 Stress-Strain Curve for Block Wall Model in UDEC

Figure 4.15 Progressive Shear Failure Observed in Block Wall Model in UDEC
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of Stress-Strain Curves Between First Two Wall Models
The third model was constructed with twenty one evenly sized blocks and the
Voronoi tessellation generator was used to randomly generate a network of cracks
throughout all blocks in the wall. These cracks were then assigned material properties,
indicating higher cohesive and tensile strength than the cracks representing the interfaces
between blocks. The material properties used in this model are given in table 4.6 and the
input code is in Appendix I. When this model was run, it became immediately apparent
that the vertical stress was not being transferred through the model, but was becoming
concentrated along the bottom edge of the wall as shown in figure 4.17. After an
investigation into the possible causes of this behavior, the problem was attributed to
damping. During static analysis in UDEC, damping is used by default to reach a state of
equilibrium as quickly as possible given the initial conditions of the model (Itasca, UDEC
Theory 2000). However, in this model, the damping was causing the stress to become
concentrated in an unrealistic way. Thus, the damping was turned off and a new model
was created with the same material properties. The input code for this revised model is
given in Appendix J.
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Table 4.6 Material and Model Properties for Voronoi Wall

Value

Units

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Cohesion
Friction angle
Dilation angle
Tension limit
Steel

1.947x10-4
118,979
89,234
916
26.5
12
100

snails/in3
psi
psi
psi
degrees
degrees
psi

Density
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
Platen-Wall Interfaces
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness
Voronoi Cracks
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness
Tension limit
Block Contacts
Friction angle
Cohesion
Stiffness

7.393x10-4
24,166,667
11,153,846

snails/in3
psi
psi

17
500
1x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

26.5
1500
5x108
1000

degrees
psi
psi/in
psi

26.5
500
5x106
1x107

degrees
psi
psi/in

Concrete

Initial Velocity
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in/step

Figure 4.17 Concentration of Vertical Stress in Lower Edge of Voronoi Model in UDEC

When the revised Voronoi wall model was run, it was confirmed that turning off
the damping successfully eliminated the problem of the vertical stress concentrating at
the lower edge of the wall. Figure 4.18 shows the vertical stress distributed throughout
the wall. The stress-strain curve associated with this model, given in figure 4.19, initially
showed an oscillating behavior. This was due to the damping being turned off. With no
damping, stresses were able to propagate freely through the model and more time was
required to reach a state of equilibrium. Since a velocity was being constantly applied to
the lower platen, the model did not return to a state of equilibrium once the velocity was
applied. However, as the model ran, the trend of the stress-strain curve became similar to
the stress-strain curves observed in previous models and in the physical tests, as seen in
figure 4.20. When compared to the stress-strain curves from the first two wall models, as
in figure 4.21, the curve for the Voronoi wall showed a substantially lower average peak
stress and a lower stiffness. This behavior was expected since the wall was filled with
cracks. As failure occurred along these cracks, the strength of the wall decreased, leading
to premature failure.
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Figure 4.18 Vertical Stress Contours Through Voronoi Wall Model in UDEC

Figure 4.19 Stress-Strain Curve for Voronoi Wall Model After 60,000 Steps in UDEC
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Figure 4.20 Final Stress-Strain Curve for Voronoi Wall Model in UDEC
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of Stress-Strain Curves Among Three Wall Models
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In studying the failure mechanism exhibited by this model, it was necessary to
look at the progression of failure from initial loading to complete failure of the wall. This
progression can be seen in figure 4.22 and shows that, although the presence of the
Voronoi cracks did lower the strength of the wall, the overall failure mechanism was not
greatly affected. Rather, the failure mechanism was still primarily shear failures forming
in the corners of the wall and progressing toward the center, similar to the failure seen in
a single block.

Figure 4.22 Progressive Failure of Voronoi Wall Model in UDEC
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In order to simulate the failure mechanism observed in the physical tests, it was
necessary to incorporate, not only the Voronoi cracks, but also non-uniform blocks. The
cell space mapping configuration was selected as the best way to set up a model with
various sizes of blocks. However, the cell space mapping configuration is a feature of
UDEC that was developed for a very specific purpose, as discussed in section 2.3.5., and
has not been widely used. Thus, the behavior of a model using this configuration was
unknown. For this reason, the fourth model was created using the cell space mapping
configuration with uniform blocks and no Voronoi cracks. The purpose of this model
was to compare the behavior of a model using the cell space mapping configuration with
an identical model using the default configuration, the block model. The input code for
this model is given in Appendix K and the material properties used in the model were the
same as those used in the block model (table 4.5). As expected, the failure mechanism
exhibited by this model was again similar to that of a single block as shown in figure
4.23. A comparison between the stress-strain curves of the block model and the cellmapping model (figure 4.24) shows that using the cell space mapping configuration had
little effect on the overall strength of the wall. This was the desired conclusion, as it
indicated that the cell space mapping configuration could be used in a model without
causing any unusual behavior in the model.
The next step was to create a model using the cell space mapping configuration,
making the blocks non-uniform. The dimensions of each block used in the test wall
(given in table 4.3) were incorporated into this model in an effort to simulate the behavior
of the wall in the seven-course test. The input file for this model is given in Appendix L
and the material properties were again the same as those used in the block model, shown
in table 4.5. A study of the progression of failure that occurred as this model was run
(figure 4.25) shows that incorporating non-uniform blocks into the wall did result in
failed zones throughout the wall. Figure 4.26 shows the stress-stress curve for this model
compared to the curves for all four previous models. As expected, the average stress in
the wall was lower when non-uniform blocks resulted in stress concentrations throughout
the wall. However, the absence of tensile cracks resulted in an overall failure mechanism
still similar to a single block.
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Figure 4.23 Shear Stresses in Cell Mapping Wall Model in UDEC
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Figure 4.24 Comparison of Stress-Strain Curves Among Four Wall Models
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Figure 4.25 Progressive Failure of Non-Uniform Block Wall Model in UDEC
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Figure 4.26 Comparison of Stress-Strain Curves Among Five Wall Models
The final step in this part of the process was to combine the cell space mapping
configuration with the Voronoi cracks to fully simulate the behavior observed during the
physical tests. The input code for this file is given in Appendix M and the material
properties were unchanged from the previous models. When this model was run, three
observations indicated the model was not behaving correctly. First, unlike the previous
model incorporating Voronoi cracks, the vertical stress in this model did not concentrate
along the lower edge of the wall and turning the damping off was unnecessary. This
indicated that using the cell space mapping configuration had a substantial effect on the
behavior or the Voronoi cracks.
Second, as load was applied to the wall, there was little, if any, displacement
along the Voronoi cracks. When the Voronoi wall model was run, significant movement
along the cracks was clearly visible within 0.25 inches of platen displacement, as shown
in figure 4.27. After the same amount of displacement, the cell space mapping model
with Voronoi cracks showed very little movement along the cracks as shown in figure
4.28.
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Figure 4.27 Crack Displacement in Voronoi Wall Model at 2,500,000 Steps in UDEC

Figure 4.28 Cell Mapping Wall Model With Voronoi Cracks at 2,500,000 Steps in UDEC
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Finally, a comparison between the stress-strain curves of the cell space mapping
model without the Voronoi cracks and the same wall with the Voronoi cracks (figure
4.29) shows they are nearly identical. These observations led to the conclusion that when
the cell space mapping configuration and the Voronoi generator are combined, the
interaction causes the model to behave incorrectly. Since neither of these features has a
very broad range of applications, it is possible they have never been used in combination
and this interaction may be due to an error within the software. Due to the nature of
numerical modeling, software limitations often dictate how closely a model can represent
reality and in some cases multiple imperfect models must be used in combination to
bracket the true behavior of a material.
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Figure 4.29 Comparison of Stress-Strain Curves Among Six Wall Models
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Through testing of physical models and development of numerical models, many
observations have been made regarding the behavior and failure of single concrete blocks
and a variety of concrete block walls. From these observations, conclusions have been
drawn that have led to an increased understanding of the way in which concrete block
stoppings behave when subjected to vertical loading. The observations include the
following:
1. When a single CMU block was subjected to vertical loading, failure occurred at
approximately 3100 psi and the failure mechanism consisted of shear failure
zones developing in the block corners and propagating toward the center.
2. A strain-softening single block model in FLAC demonstrated the same failure
mechanism as the physical tests and had a peak stress of approximately 4100 psi.
3. A full-scale wall constructed of CMU blocks and subjected to vertical loading
failed at a peak stress of approximately 650 psi and failure was due primarily to
tensile cracks, most of which began at vertical interfaces between blocks.
4. In a four-block physical model the most severe damage to each block occurred at
the highest corner and the initial cracking occurred immediately above the vertical
joint between two adjacent blocks with a height difference of 1/16”.
5. In a seven-course physical model failure in the wall generally began above or
below vertical joints separating blocks with a height difference of at least 1/32”
before propagating into neighboring blocks. Additionally, most of the failure
occurs in the upper half of the wall.
6. A wall model with uniformly sized blocks exhibited a failure mechanism and
strength similar to that seen in a single block during physical testing.
7. A solid wall model with the dimensions of the seven-course physical model failed
at a peak stress of about 1100 psi, while the same wall with vertical and
horizontal joints (such as those between blocks) failed at a peak stress of
approximately 650 psi, a decrease in strength of about 40%.
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8. The cell space mapping configuration was used to simulate non-uniform blocks
within the wall and doing so reduced the peak stress of the wall from 600 psi to
250 psi, a decrease in strength of more than 50%. Localized material failures
were observed scattered throughout the wall initially, but ultimately shear failures
appeared in the wall corners and propagated toward the center, similar to the
failure mechanism seen in single blocks.
9. The Voronoi tessellation generator was used to create a random pattern of cracks
such that failure along these cracks simulated tensile cracking within the concrete.
Incorporating Voronoi cracks into the wall substantially reduced the strength and
stiffness of the wall and was severely overdamped using the default configuration.
10. When the Voronoi generator and cell space mapping configuration were
combined, the Voronoi cracks appeared to have no (or little) effect on model
behavior.
From analysis of these observations, the following conclusions can be made about the
behavior and failure mechanism of concrete block stoppings:
1. The strain-softening single block model is representative of the behavior of a
single block tested in the Mine Roof Simulator. The failure mechanism of the
model is nearly identical to that which was observed in the physical test and the
peak strength of the model is approximately twenty five percent higher in the
model than in the physical test. This is explained by the increased in confinement
seen in the model, which is a two-dimensional representation of a threedimensional reality.
2. Testing of the four-block physical model in the Mine Roof Simulator indicated
that even very small height differences between adjacent blocks can lead to a
stress concentration and localized failure.
3. The hypothesized failure mechanism was further confirmed by the failure seen in
the seven-course wall test. The majority of the failure may have occurred in the
upper half of the wall because the lower rows of blocks were seated on a perfectly
flat surface, minimizing the effects of block height variations.
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4. The initial wall model, which behaved much like a single block, further supports
the failure mechanism hypothesis. Since the model was constructed with
perfectly uniform blocks set in perfect alignment, there was no mechanism
present to generate stress concentrations within the wall or to initiate the
formation of cracks within the wall. Rather, the only reduction in strength of the
wall (compared to a solid block of comparable size) would be due to the presence
of joints between blocks. This was confirmed in a comparison between the solid
wall and the block wall.
5. Incorporating non-uniformly sized blocks into the wall caused the stresses in the
wall to concentrate in several locations, resulting in localized failure early in the
model history. However, there was no mechanism in the wall for these stress
concentrations to be relieved and the stress continued to build in the wall,
eventually causing failure in a manner similar to that of a block.
6. Incorporating the Voronoi generator did result in simulating tensile cracking
within the wall despite a larger than expected decrease in both peak stress and
stiffness and problems with damping.
7. The problems encountered in combining the Voronoi generator and the cell space
mapping configuration may have been due to software limitations as both
features, particularly the cell space mapping configuration, have limited uses and
may have never been used in combination. Since it is not possible, at this time, to
model variations in block size and tensile cracking simultaneously, it must be
inferred that combining both aspects of the failure mechanism into a single model
would result in a peak stress even further reduced.
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The primary purpose of this work was to study the behavior, and particularly the
failure mechanism of concrete block stoppings. Although a fully-functioning model
capable of simulating the entire failure mechanism and producing a matching stress-strain
curve was not created, a greater understanding of the failure mechanism was obtained.
The behavior and failure mechanism of a single block was previously understood because
of the amount of work that has been done studying concrete, primarily in the area of civil
engineering applications. However, the importance of variations in block size and shape
in unmortared concrete block walls has not been previously acknowledged. This report
has shown the amount of variation that exists in the type of blocks typically used in
stopping construction and the dramatic effects these variations can have on the
performance of stoppings.
Although the models presented here are not suitable for use as design tools, an
increased understanding of the way in which stoppings fail when subjected to vertical
loading is crucial in the design of better concrete block stoppings. There are many
possibilities for future work that can evolve from this initial study. Software
improvements or the use of more complex modeling tools may lead to a model capable of
simulating both the stress concentrations created by non-uniform blocks and cracking
along pre-existing bonds that occurs as a result of those stress concentrations.
Additionally, models could be created to represent other stopping construction materials
such as deformable layers or blocks that are specially designed to be lightweight.
Ultimately, future work should focus on studying the behavior of stoppings and stopping
materials with the goal of developing empirical relationships among stopping design
parameters. This will provide a design tool that is much better than the current trial and
error methods used in stopping design.
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APPENDIX A: MINE ROOF SIMULATOR SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

UTILIZATION

Physical Description

Longwall Shields

Platen size……………. 20 x 20 feet
Vertical opening……… 16 feet
Frame stiffness………. 40 x 107 lb/in
Weight………………… 900 tons

Performance testing
Stiffness determination
Evaluation of joint wear
Canopy/base load distribution
Structural/failure analysis
Cyclic fatigue testing
Horizontal force measurements
Used shield retirement evaluation

Controlled Load Capabilities
Vertical force……… 1500 tons +/- 1%
Horizontal force…… 800 tons +/- 1%
Vertical stroke…….. 24 inches +/- 0.5%
Horizontal stroke…. 16 inches +/- 0.5%
Platen velocity……. 0.1 to 5.0 in/min
Cycle rate…………. 2 cycles/min

Artificial Support Systems
Load-displacement relationships
Yield capacity
Buckling and stability analysis

Data Acquisition
Lg Scale Phys Property Testing
32 load frame monitored channels
88 specimen monitored channels
3 channel real time plotter
Control system interfacing
Video test recording

Direct shear strength
Effect of fracture planes
Size and shape effects
Instrumentation calibration
Load Verification Testing
Large structures
Biaxial load requirements
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APPENDIX B: DENSITY CALCULATIONS
Standard CMU blocks:
For Standard CMU blocks,

ρ b = 129.303

lb

ρ c = 130.417

lb

Calculating Average Density,

ρ avg = 129.86

ft 3

lb

ft 3

ft 3

To convert from feet to inches:
129.86 lb ft 3

ρ avg =

(12 in ft ) 3

= 0.07515

lb

in 3

g = (32.2 ft s 2 ) ∗ (12 in ft ) 2 = 386.04

in

s2

To convert from weight density to mass density:

ρ =

ρ =

ρ avg

where g = acceleration due to gravity

g

0.07515 lb in3
386.04 in s 2

ρ = 0.000195

snails

in

Steel Platens:
For steel platens:

ρ w = 0.285

lb

in 3

Converting from weight density to mass density:

ρ =

ρ =

ρw
g
0.285 lb in3
386.04 in s 2

ρ = 0.000739

snails

in3
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APPENDIX C: BULK AND SHEAR MODULUS CALCULATIONS
Standard CMU Blocks:
3500
3000

Stress (psi)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

Strain (in/in)

Looking at the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve:
Ds = 2500 psi – 1000 psi

De = 0.013711

in

Ds = 1500 psi

De = 0.005604

in

Calculating Young’s Modulus:
E=

∆σ
∆ε

E=

1500 psi
0.005604 in in

E = 267,647 psi
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in

in

– 0.008106

in

in

Calculating Bulk and Shear Moduli:
K=

E
3(1 − 2ν )

G=

E
2(1 + ν )

K=

214162 psi
3[1 − (2)(0.2)]

G=

214162 psi
2(1 + 0.2)

K = 118,979 psi

G = 89,234 psi

Steel Platens:
For steel platens:
E = 29,000,000 psi
Calculating Bulk and Shear Moduli:
K=

E
3(1 − 2ν )

G=

E
2(1 + ν )

K=

29000000 psi
3[1 − (2)(0.3)]

G=

29000000 psi
2(1 + 0.3)

K = 24,166,667 psi

G = 11,153,846 psi
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APPENDIX D: MOHR-COULOMB BLOCK INPUT FILE (FLAC)
ed_mohrblockini.dat
new

;start new file

grid 48 37

;establish initial grid

set large

;allow large strains

model elastic j=1,14
model null j=15
model mohr j=16,22
model null j=23
model elastic j=24,37

;create lower platen
;create lower interface
;create block
;create upper interface
;create upper platen

;generate grid
gen 0,0 0,15 46.875,15 46.875,0 j=1,15
gen 0,15 0,22.5 46.875,22.5 46.875,15 j=16,23
gen 0,22.5 0,37.5 46.875,37.5 46.875,22.5 j=24,38
;assign concrete properties
prop den 1.947e-4 bulk 118979 she 89234 j=16,22
prop coh 916 fric 26.5 di 12 te 100 j=16,22
;assign steel properties
prop den 7.393e-4 bulk 24166667 she 11153846 j=1,14
prop den 7.393e-4 bulk 24166667 she 11153846 j=24,37
;define lower interface (1)
int 1 as fr 1,15 to 49,15 bs fr 1,16 to 49,16
int 1 coh 500 fric 17 kn 1e7 ks 1e7
;define upper interface (2)
int 2 as fr 1,23 to 49,23 bs fr 1,24 to 49,24
int 2 coh 500 fric 17 kn 1e7 ks 1e7
fix x y j=38
fix x y j=1

;make upper platen stationary
;make lower platen stationary

model null j=16,22 i=1,16
model null j=16,22 i=33,48

;define null space
;define null space

initial yvel=8e-6 j=1

;assign initial platen velocity
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;; ***** fish program to calculate stress averages *****
def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum3=0.0
count=0.0
loop i (17,32)
sum3=sum3 - syy(i,19)
count=count + 1.0
end_loop
s_avg = sum3/count
end
;; ****** end of fish program ******
;; ***** fish program to calculate vertical strain *****
def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=ydisp(1,1)/(7.5-ydisp(1,1))
end
;; ****** end of fish program ******
;assign histories to monitor variables within model
his nstep=10
his unbal
;*1
his yd i=17 j=19
;*2
his yd i=21 j=19
;*3
his yd i=25 j=19
;*4
his syy i=17 j=19
;*5
his syy i=21 j=19
;*6
his syy i=25 j=19
;*7
his s_avg
;*8
his v_strain
;*9
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APPENDIX E: STRAIN-SOFTENING BLOCK INPUT FILE (FLAC)
ed_ssblockini.dat
new

;start new file

grid 48 37

;establish initial grid

set large

;allow large strains

model elastic j=1,14
model null j=15
model ss j=16,22
model null j=23
model elastic j=24,37

;create lower platen
;create lower interface
;create block
;create upper interface
;create upper platen

;generate grid
gen 0,0 0,15 46.875,15 46.875,0 j=1,15
gen 0,15 0,22.5 46.875,22.5 46.875,15 j=16,23
gen 0,22.5 0,37.5 46.875,37.5 46.875,22.5 j=24,38
;assign concrete properties
prop den 1.947e-4 bulk 118979 she 89234 j=16,22
prop coh 916 fric 26.5 di 12 te 100 j=16,22
prop ctable 1 dtable 0 ftable 2 ttable 0 j=16,22
;define table 1 -- cohesion
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
;define table 2 -- friction
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
;assign steel properties
prop den 7.393e-4 bulk 24.172958e6 she 11.15675e6 j=1,14
prop den 7.393e-4 bulk 24.172958e6 she 11.15675e6 j=24,37
;define lower interface (1)
int 1 as fr 1,15 to 49,15 bs fr 1,16 to 49,16
int 1 coh 500 fric 17 kn 1e7 ks 1e7
;define upper interface (2)
int 2 as fr 1,23 to 49,23 bs fr 1,24 to 49,24
int 2 coh 500 fric 17 kn 1e7 ks 1e7
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fix x y j=38
fix x y j=1

;make upper platen stationary
;make lower platen stationary

model null j=16,22 i=1,16
model null j=16,22 i=33,48

;define null space
;define null space

initial yvel=8e-6 j=1

;assign initial platen velocity

;; ***** fish program to calculate stress averages *****
def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum3=0.0
count=0.0
loop i (17,32)
sum3=sum3 - syy(i,19)
count=count + 1.0
end_loop
s_avg = sum3/count
end
;; ****** end of fish program ******
;; ***** fish program to calculate vertical strain *****
def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_str=ydisp(1,1)/(7.5-ydisp(1,1))
end
;; ****** end of fish program ******
;assign histories to monitor variables
his nstep=10
hist unbal
;*1
hist yd i=17 j=19
;*2
hist yd i=21 j=19
;*3
hist yd i=25 j=19
;*4
hist syy i=17 j=19
;*5
hist syy i=21 j=19
;*6
hist syy i=25 j=19
;*7
hist s_avg
;*8
hist v_str
;*9
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APPENDIX F: PRELIMINARY WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wallini.dat
new

;open new file

block 0 0 0 75 192 75 192 0

;create block

;;;fish program to define material constants;;;
def const
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 1.947e-4
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_h = 75
bl_w = 192
bl_te = 100
bl_di = 12
j_kn = 5e6
j_ks = 5e6
j_c = 500
j_f = 26.5
end
;;;end material constants;;;
const

;call material constants program

;;; fish program to generate cracks ;;;
def mk_wall
cr_y = 7.5
cr_x = 0
y_low = 0
check = 0
loop while cr_y <= bl_h
if check = 0 then
cr_x = 2.25
loop while cr_x < bl_w
command
crack cr_x,cr_y cr_x,y_low
endcommand
cr_x = cr_x + 15.625
endloop
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check = 1
else
cr_x = 10.0625
loop while cr_x < bl_w
command
crack cr_x,cr_y cr_x,y_low
endcommand
cr_x = cr_x + 15.625
endloop
check = 0
endif
command
crack 0,cr_y bl_w,cr_y
endcommand
y_low = cr_y
cr_y = cr_y + 7.5
endloop
end
;;; end of fish program ;;;
mk_wall

;call program to make cracks

gen quad 60 range 0,bl_w 0,bl_h

;generate zones within wall

;;;assign block model and properties (strain-softening);;;
prop mat=1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
di=bl_di tens=bl_te range 0,192 0,75
;;;assign joint properties (point contact - Coulomb slip);;;
change jmat=2 range 0,192 0,75
prop jmat=2 jkn=j_kn jks=j_ks jfr=j_f jcoh=j_c
;;;define cohesion table (1);;;
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
;;;define friction table (2);;;
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
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;;;assign initial velocities;;;
bo xvel 0 range 0,bl_w 0,1
bo yvel 0.0047170 range 0,bl_w 0,1
bo xvel 0 range 0,bl_w 71,bl_h
bo yvel 0 range 0,bl_w 71,bl_h
;;;fish program to calculate average stress;;;
def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum3=0.0
count=0.0
p=10.0625
loop i (1,12)
sum3=sum3 - z_syy(z_near(p,36))
count=count + 1.0
p=p+15.625
endloop
s_avg = sum3/count
v_load = s_avg*5.625*192
end
;;;end of fish program;;;
;;;fish program to calculate vertical strain;;;
def wall_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/(gp_y(gp_near(96,75))-gp_y(gp_near(96,0)))
end
;;;end of fish program;;;
;;;set histories;;;
his unbal
his ydis 0,37.5
his ydis 48,37.5
his ydis 96,37.5
his syy 0,37.5
his syy 48,37.5
his syy 96,37.5
his ydis 0,0
his s_avg
his v_load
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4
;5
;6
;7
;8
;9
;10
;11
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APPENDIX G: SOLID WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall1strainsoft.dat
new

;open new file

round 0.01
set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;should be 1% typical edge length
;default is 2x round; must be >= default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g =89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
bl_di = 12
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
end

;FISH program to define props

const

;call const program

block 0,0 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,0

;create block

crack 0,24 96,24
crack 24,24 24,76.5
crack 72,24 72,76.5
crack 0,76.5 96,76.5

;create lower platen
;create left edge of wall
;create right edge of wall
;create upper platen

delete range 0,24 24,76.5
delete range 72,96 24,76.5

;remove space left of wall
;remove space right of wall

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 3 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall
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ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen

prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign elastic platen props
;assign elastic wall properties

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 &
sh=bl_g tens=bl_t di=bl_di range 24,72 24,76.5
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6

;assign jmat 2 to lower interface
;assign jmat 2 to upper interface

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower platen
;assign 0 yvel to lower platen
;assign 0 xvel to upper platen
;assign 0 yvel to upper platen

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=30.5625
loop i (1,4)
loop j (1,16)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+3
endloop
q=q+13.125

;fish prog to calculate average stress
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endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end
def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;fish prog to calculate vert strain

;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000

;step to establish equilibrium

bo yvel 0.0069444 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity of 1e-7
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APPENDIX H: BLOCK WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall2strainsoft.dat
new

;open new file

round 0.01
set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;should be 1% typical edge length
;default is 2x round; must be >= default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
bl_di = 12
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
end

;fish program to define properties

const

;call const program

block 0,0 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,0

;create block

crack 0,24 96,24
crack 24,24 24,76.5
crack 72,24 72,76.5
crack 0,76.5 96,76.5

;create lower platen
;create left edge of wall
;create right edge of wall
;create upper platen
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delete range 0,24 24,76.5
delete range 72,96 24,76.5

;remove space left of wall
;remove space right of wall

crack 24,31.5 72,31.5
crack 24,39 72,39
crack 24,46.5 72,46.5
crack 24,54 72,54
crack 24,61.5 72,61.5
crack 24,69 72,69
crack 40,24 40,31.5
crack 56,24 56,31.5
crack 32,31.5 32,39
crack 48,31.5 48,39
crack 64,31.5 64,39
crack 40,39 40,46.5
crack 56,39 56,46.5
crack 32,46.5 32,54
crack 48,46.5 48,54
crack 64,46.5 64,54
crack 40,54 40,61.5
crack 56,54 56,61.5
crack 32,61.5 32,69
crack 48,61.5 48,69
crack 64,61.5 64,69
crack 40,69 40,76.5
crack 56,69 56,76.5

;create row 1
;create row 2
;create row 3
;create row 4
;create row 5
;create rows 6 and 7
;create block 28
;create blocks 29 and 30
;create block 7L
;create block 26
;create blocks 27 and 7R
;create block 23
;create blocks 24 and 25
;create block 6L
;create block 21
;create blocks 22 and 6R
;create block 18
;create blocks 19 and 20
;create block 2L
;create block 16
;create blocks 17 and 2R
;create block 13
;create blocks 14 and 15

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 3 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen

prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign elastic platen properties
;assign elastic wall properties

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
tens=bl_t di=bl_di range 24,72 24,76.5
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ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6
ch jmat 1 range 24,72 24,76.5

;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int
;assign jmat 3 to cracks

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower platen
;assign 0 yvel to lower platen
;assign 0 xvel to upper platen
;assign 0 yvel to upper platen

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+8
endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end

;fish prog to calculate average stress

def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;fish prog to calculate vertical strain
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;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000
bo yvel 0.00693 range 0,96 0,24

;step to equilibrium
;actual velocity of 1e-7
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APPENDIX I: VORONOI WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall3strainsoft.dat
new

;open new file

round 0.01

;1% typical edge length;default 0.5

set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;default 2x round;must be >=default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
;voronoi crack properties
j3_kn = 5e8
j3_ks = 5e8
j3_c = 1500
j3_f = 26.5
j3_t = 1000
end

;FISH prog to define properties

const

;call const prog

block 0,0 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,0

;create block
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crack 0,24 96,24
crack 24,24 24,76.5
crack 72,24 72,76.5
crack 0,76.5 96,76.5

;create lower platen
;create left edge of wall
;create right edge of wall
;create upper platen

delete range 0,24 24,76.5
delete range 72,96 24,76.5

;remove space left of wall
;remove space right of wall

crack 24,31.5 72,31.5
crack 24,39 72,39
crack 24,46.5 72,46.5
crack 24,54 72,54
crack 24,61.5 72,61.5
crack 24,69 72,69
crack 40,24 40,31.5
crack 56,24 56,31.5
crack 32,31.5 32,39
crack 48,31.5 48,39
crack 64,31.5 64,39
crack 40,39 40,46.5
crack 56,39 56,46.5
crack 32,46.5 32,54
crack 48,46.5 48,54
crack 64,46.5 64,54
crack 40,54 40,61.5
crack 56,54 56,61.5
crack 32,61.5 32,69
crack 48,61.5 48,69
crack 64,61.5 64,69
crack 40,69 40,76.5
crack 56,69 56,76.5

;create row 1
;create row 2
;create row 3
;create row 4
;create row 5
;create rows 6 and 7
;create block 28
;create blocks 29 and 30
;create block 7L
;create block 26
;create blocks 27 and 7R
;create block 23
;create blocks 24 and 25
;create block 6L
;create block 21
;create blocks 22 and 6R
;create block 18
;create blocks 19 and 20
;create block 2L
;create block 16
;create blocks 17 and 2R
;create block 13
;create blocks 14 and 15

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 2 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

vo e 2 i 50 range jreg 1

;create Voronoi cracks

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen
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prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign el plat props
;assign el wall props

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
di=bl_di te=bl_t range 24,72 24,76.5
ch jmat 3 range 24,72 24,76.5
ch angle -0.1 0.1 jmat 1
ch angle 89.9 90.1 jmat 1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6

;assign jmat 3 to vor cracks
;assign jmat 1 to horiz cracks
;assign jmat 1 to vert cracks
;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
;assign properties to jmat 3 (voronoi cracks)
prop jmat 3 jkn=j3_kn jks=j3_ks jfr=j3_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
ch jcons 5 jmat 3

;make vor cracks jcons 5

table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower plat
;assign 0 yvel to lower plat
;assign 0 xvel to upper plat
;assign 0 yvel to upper plat

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+8

;fish prog to calculate average stress
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endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end
def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;fish prog to calc vertical strain

;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000

;step to equilibrium

bo yvel 0.135318 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity of 1e-7
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APPENDIX J: REVISED VORONOI WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall3strainsofte.dat
new

;open new file

round 0.01

;1% typical edge length;default 0.5

set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;default 2x round;must be >=default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
;voronoi crack properties
j3_kn = 5e8
j3_ks = 5e8
j3_c = 1500
j3_f = 26.5
j3_t = 1000
end

;FISH prog to define properties

const

;call const prog

block 0,0 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,0

;create block
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crack 0,24 96,24
crack 24,24 24,76.5
crack 72,24 72,76.5
crack 0,76.5 96,76.5

;create lower platen
;create left edge of wall
;create right edge of wall
;create upper platen

delete range 0,24 24,76.5
delete range 72,96 24,76.5

;remove space left of wall
;remove space right of wall

crack 24,31.5 72,31.5
crack 24,39 72,39
crack 24,46.5 72,46.5
crack 24,54 72,54
crack 24,61.5 72,61.5
crack 24,69 72,69
crack 40,24 40,31.5
crack 56,24 56,31.5
crack 32,31.5 32,39
crack 48,31.5 48,39
crack 64,31.5 64,39
crack 40,39 40,46.5
crack 56,39 56,46.5
crack 32,46.5 32,54
crack 48,46.5 48,54
crack 64,46.5 64,54
crack 40,54 40,61.5
crack 56,54 56,61.5
crack 32,61.5 32,69
crack 48,61.5 48,69
crack 64,61.5 64,69
crack 40,69 40,76.5
crack 56,69 56,76.5

;create row 1
;create row 2
;create row 3
;create row 4
;create row 5
;create rows 6 and 7
;create block 28
;create blocks 29 and 30
;create block 7L
;create block 26
;create blocks 27 and 7R
;create block 23
;create blocks 24 and 25
;create block 6L
;create block 21
;create blocks 22 and 6R
;create block 18
;create blocks 19 and 20
;create block 2L
;create block 16
;create blocks 17 and 2R
;create block 13
;create blocks 14 and 15

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 2 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

vo e 2 i 50 range jreg 1

;create Voronoi cracks

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen
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prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign el plat props
;assign el wall props

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
di=bl_di te=bl_t range 24,72 24,76.5
ch jmat 3 range 24,72 24,76.5
ch angle -0.1 0.1 jmat 1
ch angle 89.9 90.1 jmat 1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6

;assign jmat 3 to vor cracks
;assign jmat 1 to horiz cracks
;assign jmat 1 to vert cracks
;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
;assign properties to jmat 3 (voronoi cracks)
prop jmat 3 jkn=j3_kn jks=j3_ks jfr=j3_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
ch jcons 5 jmat 3

;make vor cracks jcons 5

table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower plat
;assign 0 yvel to lower plat
;assign 0 xvel to upper plat
;assign 0 yvel to upper plat

damp 0,0

;turn off automatic damping

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))

;fish prog to calculate average stress
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count=count+1
p=p+8
endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end
def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;fish prog to calc vertical strain

;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000

;step to equilibrium

bo yvel 0.135318 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity of 1e-7
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APPENDIX K: CELL MAPPING WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall4strainsoft.dat
new

;open new file

config cell 12 12

;turn on cell space mapping config

round 0.01

;1% typical edge length - default 0.5

set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;default 2x round; must be >= default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
end

;FISH program to define properties

const

;call const program

block 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
block 24,24 24,31.5 40,31.5 40,24
block 40,24 40,31.5 56,31.5 56,24
block 56,24 56,31.5 72,31.5 72,24
block 24,31.5 24,39 32,39 32,31.5

;create lower platen
;create block 28
;create block 29
;create block 30
;create block 7L
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block 32,31.5 32,39 48,39 48,31.5
block 48,31.5 48,39 64,39 64,31.5
block 64,31.5 64,39 72,39 72,31.5
block 24,39 24,46.5 40,46.5 40,39
block 40,39 40,46.5 56,46.5 56,39
block 56,39 56,46.5 72,46.5 72,39
block 24,46.5 24,54 32,54 32,46.5
block 32,46.5 32,54 48,54 48,46.5
block 48,46.5 48,54 64,54 64,46.5
block 64,46.5 64,54 72,54 72,46.5
block 24,54 24,61.5 40,61.5 40,54
block 40,54 40,61.5 56,61.5 56,54
block 56,54 56,61.5 72,61.5 72,54
block 24,61.5 24,69 32,69 32,61.5
block 32,61.5 32,69 48,69 48,61.5
block 48,61.5 48,69 64,69 64,61.5
block 64,61.5 64,69 72,69 72,61.5
block 24,69 24,76.5 40,76.5 40,69
block 40,69 40,76.5 56,76.5 56,69
block 56,69 56,76.5 72,76.5 72,69
block 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,76.5

;create block 26
;create block 27
;create block 7R
;create block 23
;create block 24
;create block 25
;create block 6L
;create block 21
;create block 22
;create block 6R
;create block 18
;create block 19
;create block 20
;create block 2L
;create block 16
;create block 17
;create block 2R
;create block 13
;create block 14
;create block 15
;create upper platen

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 2 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen

prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign el platen props
;assign el wall props

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
te=bl_t di=bl_di range 24,72 24,76.5
;assign properties to jreg 1 (wall)
prop mat 1 b=bl_k sh=bl_g de=bl_d coh=bl_c fr=bl_f te=bl_t
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6

;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int
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ch jmat 1 range 24,72 24,76.5

;assign jmat 3 to wall crack

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower platen
;assign 0 yvel to lower platen
;assign 0 xvel to upper plat
;assign 0 yvel to upper plat

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+8
endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end

;FISH prog to calculate average stress

def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;FISH prog to calculate vert strain

;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4
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step 5000

;step to equilibrium

bo yvel 0.007818608 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity 1e-7
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APPENDIX L: NON_UNIFORM BLOCK WALL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall5strainsoft.dat
new

;open new file

config cell 12 12

;turn on cell space mapping config

round 0.01

;1% typical edge length - default 0.5

set edge 0.02
set gravity 0 -386.4

;default 2x round; must be >= default
;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
end

;FISH program to define properties

const

;call const program

block 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
block 24,24 24,31.5625 40,31.59375 40,24
block 40,24 40,31.59375 56,31.625 56,24
block 56,24 56,31.59375 72,31.609375 72,24
block 24,31.625 24,39.1875 32,39.1875 32,31.625

;create lower platen
;create block 28
;create block 29
;create block 30
;create block 7L
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block 32,31.625 32,39.171875 48,39.21875 48,31.625
;create block 26
block 48,31.625 48,39.171875 64,39.21875 64,31.625
;create block 27
block 64,31.625 64,39.171875 72,39.171875 72,31.625
;create block 7R
block 24,39.21875 24,46.8125 40,46.828125 40,39.21875 ;create block 23
block 40,39.21875 40,46.84375 56,46.78125 56,39.21875 ;create block 24
block 56,39.21875 56,46.84375 72,46.765625 72,39.21875 ;create block 25
block 24,46.84375 24,54.375 32,54.375 32,46.84375
;create block 6L
block 32,46.84375 32,54.484375 48,54.484375 48,46.8437 ;create block 21
block 48,46.84375 48,54.46875 64,54.453125 64,46.84375 ;create block 22
block 64,46.84375 64,54.390625 72,54.390625 72,46.8437 ;create block 6R
block 24,54.484375 24,62.109375 40,62.109375 40,54.484 ;create block 18
block 40,54.484375 40,62.09375 56,62.109375 56,54.4843 ;create block 19
block 56,54.484375 56,62.109375 72,62.015625 72,54.484 ;create block 20
block 24,62.109375 24,69.625 32,69.625 32,62.109375
;create block 2L
block 32,62.109375 32,69.765625 48,69.71875 48,62.1093 ;create block 16
block 48,62.109375 48,69.671875 64,69.703125 64,62.109 ;create block 17
block 64,62.109375 64,69.625 72,69.625 72,62.109375
;create block 2R
block 24,69.765625 24,77.359375 40,77.359375 40,69.765 ;create block 13
block 40,69.765625 40,77.375 56,77.3125 56,69.765625 ;create block 14
block 56,69.765625 56,77.4375 72,77.375 72,69.765625 ;create block 15
block 0,77.4375 0,101.4375 96,101.4375 96,77.4375
;create upper platen
jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,77.4375 0,101.4375 96,101.4375 96,77.4375
jreg id 1 24,24 24,77.4375 72,77.4375 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 3 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,77.4375
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen

prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign el platen props
;assign el wall props

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
tens=bl_t di=bl_di range 24,72 24,77.4375
;assign properties to jreg 1 (wall)
prop mat 1 b=bl_k sh=bl_g de=bl_d coh=bl_c fr=bl_f te=bl_t
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ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 77.4,77.5
ch jmat 1 range 24,72 24,77.4375

;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int
;assign jmat 3 to wall crack

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 77.4375,101.4375
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 77.4375,101.4375
def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+8
endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end

;assign 0 xvel to lower platen
;assign 0 yvel to lower platen
;assign 0 xvel to upper platen
;assign 0 yvel to upper platen
;FISH prog to calculate average stress

def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;FISH prog to calculate vert strain
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;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000

;step to equilibrium

bo yvel 0.007818608 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity 1e-7
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APPENDIX M: COMBINATION MODEL INPUT FILE (UDEC)
ed_wall6strainsoft_b.dat
new

;open new file

config cell 80 80

;turn on cell mapping configuration

round 0.01
set edge 0.02

;1% typical edge length; default 0.5
;default 2x round;must be >= default

set gravity 0 -386.4

;assign gravitational constant

def const
;block properties
bl_k = 118979
bl_g = 89234
bl_d = 0.0001947
bl_c = 916
bl_f = 26.5
bl_t = 100
;platen properties
pl_k = 24166667
pl_g = 11153846
pl_d = 0.0007393
;wall joint properties
j1_kn = 5e6
j1_ks = 5e6
j1_c = 500
j1_f = 26.5
j1_t = 0
;platen/wall interface properties
j2_kn = 1e7
j2_ks = 1e7
j2_c = 500
j2_f = 17
j2_t = 0
end

;FISH program to define properties

const

;call const program

block 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
block 24,24 24,31.5 40,31.5 40,24
block 40,24 40,31.5 56,31.5 56,24
block 56,24 56,31.5 72,31.5 72,24
block 24,31.5 24,39 32,39 32,31.5

;create lower platen
;create block 28
;create block 29
;create block 30
;create block 7L
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block 32,31.5 32,39 48,39 48,31.5
block 48,31.5 48,39 64,39 64,31.5
block 64,31.5 64,39 72,39 72,31.5
block 24,39 24,46.5 40,46.5 40,39
block 40,39 40,46.5 56,46.5 56,39
block 56,39 56,46.5 72,46.5 72,39
block 24,46.5 24,54 32,54 32,46.5
block 32,46.5 32,54 48,54 48,46.5
block 48,46.5 48,54 64,54 64,46.5
block 64,46.5 64,54 72,54 72,46.5
block 24,54 24,61.5 40,61.5 40,54
block 40,54 40,61.5 56,61.5 56,54
block 56,54 56,61.5 72,61.5 72,54
block 24,61.5 24,69 32,69 32,61.5
block 32,61.5 32,69 48,69 48,61.5
block 48,61.5 48,69 64,69 64,61.5
block 64,61.5 64,69 72,69 72,61.5
block 24,69 24,76.5 40,76.5 40,69
block 40,69 40,76.5 56,76.5 56,69
block 56,69 56,76.5 72,76.5 72,69
block 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.5 96,76.5

;create block 26
;create block 27
;create block 7R
;create block 23
;create block 24
;create block 25
;create block 6L
;create block 21
;create block 22
;create block 6R
;create block 18
;create block 19
;create block 20
;create block 2L
;create block 16
;create block 17
;create block 2R
;create block 13
;create block 14
;create block 15
;create upper platen

jreg id 2 0,0 0,24 96,24 96,0
jreg id 3 0,76.5 0,100.5 96,100.55 96,76.5
jreg id 1 24,24 24,76.5 72,76.5 72,24

;assign jreg 2 to lower platen
;assign jreg 2 to upper platen
;assign jreg 1 to wall

ch mat 1 range jreg 1
ch mat 2 range jreg 2
ch mat 2 range jreg 3
vo e 2 i 50 range jreg 1

;assign mat 1 to wall
;assign mat 2 to lower platen
;assign mat 2 to upper platen
;create Voronoi cracks

jdel

;delete incomplete cracks

gen edge 8 range 0,96 0,24
gen edge 4 range 24,72 24,76.5
gen edge 8 range 0,96 52.5,100.5

;zone lower platen
;zone wall
;zone upper platen

prop mat 2 d=pl_d b=pl_k s=pl_g
prop mat 1 d=bl_d b=bl_k s=bl_g

;assign elas platen props
;assign elas wall props

;make wall strain softening and assign properties
zone m ss bu=bl_k co=bl_c ct=1 fr=bl_f ft=2 sh=bl_g &
tens=bl_t di=bl_di range 24,72 24,76.5
;assign properties to jreg 1 (wall)
prop mat 1 b=bl_k sh=bl_g de=bl_d coh=bl_c fr=bl_f te=bl_t
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ch jmat 2 range 0,96 23.9,24.1
ch jmat 2 range 0,96 76.4,76.6
ch jmat 1 range 24,72 24,76.5

;assign jmat 2 to lower int
;assign jmat 2 to upper int
;assign jmat 3 to wall crack

;assign properties to jmat 2 (platen/wall interfaces)
prop jmat 2 jkn=j2_kn jks=j2_ks jfr=j2_f jcoh=j2_c jten=j2_t
;assign properties to jmat 1 (wall joints)
prop jmat 1 jkn=j1_kn jks=j1_ks jfr=j1_f jcoh=j1_c jten=j1_t
table 1 0,916 0.008,880 0.016,810 0.024,735 0.032,650 0.04,530
table 1 0.048,405 0.056,255 0.064,115 0.072,35 0.08,0
table 2 0,26.5 0.004,26.25 0.008,25.75 0.012,25 0.016,24.25 0.02,23.5
table 2 0.024,22.75 0.028,21.5 0.032,20.5 0.036,19.5 0.04,18.5
damp 0,0
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 0,24
bo xvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5
bo yvel 0 range 0,96 76.5,100.5

;assign 0 xvel to lower platen
;assign 0 yvel to lower platen
;assign 0 xvel to upper plat
;assign 0 yvel to upper plat

def sy_avg
while_stepping
sum=0.0
count=0.0
p=26
q=28
loop i (1,7)
loop j (1,6)
sum=sum-z_syy(z_near(p,q))
count=count+1
p=p+8
endloop
q=q+7.5
endloop
s_avg=sum/count
end

;fish prog to calculate average stress

def vert_strain
while_stepping
v_strain=gp_ydis(gp_near(0,0))/52.5
end

;FISH prog to calculate vert strain
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;assign histories to monitor variables
his unbal
his s_avg
his ydisp(1,1)
his v_strain

;1
;2
;3
;4

step 5000

;step to equilibrium

bo yvel 0.0241896468 range 0,96 0,24

;actual velocity 1e-7
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